INTRODUCTION
The earthquake information in this publication supplements that published in the NEIS (National Earthquake Information Service) publications, PDE ("Preliminary Determination of Epicenters") and "Preliminary Determination of Epicenters, Monthly Listing," to the extent of providing detailed felt and intensity data, as well as isoseismal maps for U.S. earthquakes. The purpose is to provide a complete listing of macroseisraic effects of earthquakes, which can be used in risk studies, nuclear power plant site evaluations, seismicity studies, and answering inquiries by the public.
This publication contains two major sections. The first (table 1) is a tabular listing of earthquakes in chronological order by State, consisting of the following basic information: date, origin time, hypocenter, magnitude, maximum intensity, and computational source of the hypocenter. The second section consists of five maps, one photograph, and table 2, which lists detailed intensity information.
The list of earthquakes in table 1 was compiled from those located in the United States or off the coasts that were published in the PDE; from hypocenters in California above magnitude 3.0, supplied by California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, and the University of California, Berkeley; from hypocenters in Hawaii supplied by the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory; and from any others that were felt or that caused damage, regardless of magnitude or availability of a hypocenter. Known or suspected explosions are also listed.
The intensities and macroseismic data were compiled from information obtained through questionnaires, from newspaper articles, and with the cooperation of other government agencies, State institutions, local organizations, and individuals. (See "Acknowledgments" for a list of collaborators.) The questionnaire ( fig. 1A, B) is the latest revision of this form; it was not in use for earthquake-intensity evaluations for the years 1975-1976. An interim version of the form and an earlier version that had been in use since the 1930's were the basis for intensity evaluations throughout 1975.
Anyone wishing to submit felt or damage information on earthquakes for inclusion in future reports should send it to the National Earthquake Information Service, Stop 967, Box 25046, Denver Federal Center, Denver, Colo.
80225.
Copies of the "Earthquake Report" questionnaire can be obtained at this address.
The primary method used by the NEIS to collect macroseismic information is a questionnaire canvass using the "Earthquake Report" forms, which are mailed to postmasters in the area affected by the earthquake. The postmasters complete the forms and return them to the NEIS, where they are evaluated and an intensity value is assigned. The intensity observations are mapped and contoured by isoseismals.
Isoseismal contours present a generalization of intensity data and an extrapolation of these data to regions from which there are no observations; they do not necessarily account for every individual observation.
The data in table 2 will be included in the "Earthquake Description" section of "United States Earthquakes," an annual publication, to which later data from other sources may be added for the purpose of updating and completeness.
"United States Earthquakes" is published jointly by the U.S.
Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, and the Environmental Data Service, NOAA, Department of Commerce.
DISCUSSION OF TABLES
The parameters for the earthquakes in table 1  and  table 2 include the date, origin time, hypocenter (epicenter and focal depth), magnitude, intensity, and hypocenter source. The origin time and date are listed in Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) and local standard time based on the time-zone maps in figures 2 and 3. The epicenters, which were taken from those published in the PDE, or from other sources as noted, are April-June 1975 . The magnitudes plotted in these figures are based on ML or mbLg; if neither was computed, then on MS; and finally on mb, when it was the only magnitude computed.
The magnitude values listed in tables 1 and 2 were furnished by cooperating institutions or determined by the NEIS. The computational sources are labeled according to the assigned letter codes shown in headnotes to tables 1 and 2; the letter follows the value listed under the column heading "Magnitude." In table 1 the absence of a letter code indicates that the NEIS is the source. In table 2 the magnitude source is the same as the location source unless indicated otherwise, by an alphabetic character to the right of -the magnitude value.
The magnitude values calculated by the NEIS are based on the following formulas:
as adopted by the International Association of Seismology and Physics of the Earth's Interior (IASPEI; Bath, 1966, p. 153) , where A is the maximum horizontal surface-wave ground amplitude, in micrometers; T is the period, in seconds, and 18<T<22; and D is the distance, in geocentric degrees (station to epicenter), and 20°<D<1600 . No depth correction is made for depths less than 50 km.
as defined by Gutenberg and Richter (1956) 
as defined by Richter (1958, p. 340) , where A is the maximum trace amplitude in millimeters, written by a Wood-Anderson torsion seismometer, and log A 0 is a standard value as a function of distance, where the distance is £600 km. ML values are also calculated from other seismometers by conversion of recorded ground motion to the expected response of the torsion seismometer. as proposed by Nuttli (1973) , where A/T is expressed in micrometers per second, calculated from the vertical-component l-second Lg waves, and D is the distance in geocentric degrees.
All of the intensity values (indicated by Roman numerals) listed in this summary were derived, using the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale of 1931 shown below, from the evaluation of "Earthquake Report" forms; from field reports by U.S.
Geological Survey personnel, engineering firms, or universities; and from detailed macroseismic data communicated to the NEIS by people in the area affected by the earthquake. All earthquake reports received which contain minimal information are assigned an Intensity II. These reports are filed in the offices of the NEIS or in government archives and are available for detailed study.
MODIFIED MERCALLI INTENSITY SCALE OF 1931
Adapted from Sieberg's Mercalli-Cancani scale, modified and condensed. Waves seen on ground surfaces (actually seen, probably, in some cases). Distorted lines of sight and level. Threw objects upward into the air.
X. Cracked ground, especially when loose and wet, up to widths of several inches; fissures up to a yard in width ran parallel to canal and stream banks. Landslides considerable from river banks and steep coasts.
Shifted sand and mud horizontally on beaches and flat land. Changed level of water in wells.
Threw water on banks of canals, lakes, rivers, etc. Damage serious to dams, dikes, embankments.
Severe to well-built wooden structures and bridges, some destroyed. Developed dangerous cracks in excellent brick walls.
Destroyed most masonry and frame structures, also their foundations. Bent railroad rails slightly. Tore apart, or crushed endwise, pipe lines buried in earth.
Open cracks and broad wavy folds in cement pavements and asphalt road surfaces. 19.45 N. 19.44 N. 19.50 N. 19.41 N. 19.42 N. 19.42 N. 19.45 N. 19.27 N. 19.49 N. 19.46 N. 19.40 N. 19.44 N. 19 10 km 4.5 mb, 3.8 mbLg Intensity IV; Bankston, Belk, Fayette (rattled dishes and toppled a refrigerator, press report). fig. 8 ). This earthquake caused ground rupture which lead to the discovery of the Galway Lake fault (Beeby and Hill, 1975) . Low intensities were due to the distance of the epicenter from any populated areas. Roman numerals represent Modified Mercali intensities between isoseismals; Arabic numbers are used to represent the intensities at specific sites. Nason and others (1975) . This earthquake was felt over a contiguous area of 25,000 sq km ( fig. 9 ). Intensity VII; Fortuna, Rio Dell. Nason and others (1975) From an observer in Rio Dell: "A portion of the bluff on Eel River east bank fell across the NWP railroad track and trestle, tearing out track for about 125 yards. Large rocks and redwood trees were brought down." The beach on the Rio Dell side was washed by a wave that penetrated the land 85 feet from the river edge (press report). Some telephone servite was disrupted and a water main was broken. In Fortuna many twisted and cracked chimneys, about to fall, were torn down by firemen. The police chief reported plate glass windows from buildings along the highway shot across four lanes of U.S. Highway 101 at least four times during the quake. All stores in Rio Dell lost windows. Liquor stores reported $4000 damage from breakage (press report). In Fortuna 10 chimneys were toppled by the earthquake, and 20 others suffered damage and were torn down by the fire department. Press reports described the pipe organ at the mortuary as being inoperable and stated that a large number of caskets were damaged when knocked from their stands.
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There was extensive damage to the interior of the United Methodist Church, as well as to the church pipe organ (press report).
Bear River More than 20 percent of chimneys 3 km east of Bear River and 6 km east of Ferndale-Petrolia Road were damaged. Carlotta Chimneys twisted and cracked. Vehicles rocked (press report). Two hundred tons of rocks were cleared from the road between Madison and Norris (press report). Rocks also fell from Obsidian Cliffs along the Virginia-Cascades road ( fig. 12) . Billings, Montana, reported that tall buildings rocked (press report). A resident of Livingston, Montana, who was driving north of Gardiner, Montana, on Route 89, going 50 miles per hour, felt as though the road were corrugated for twenty to thirty seconds (oral commun., 1975) . This earthquake was felt over 50,000 sq km ( fig. 11 ). Some isolated felt reports at large distances from the epicenter are not shown on the isoseismal map. jntensity VII; Wyoming Norris Junction (Chimney on ranger's home fell down. Cracks were noted in a hard-packed dirt parking lot, about 500 km long, which had swampy land at both ends-USGS). jntensity VI;
Wyoming Old Faithful, Yellowstone National Park (R. Hutchinson, oral commun., 1975 
